PRICING GUIDE

Cinematography Solo Camera Operator

Camera Assistant
(optional)

Full Day Shoot (All day)

$1000

$450

Half Day Shoot (5 hours)

$550

$300

Short Shoot ( 2 hours)

$350

$150

Editing
Full Day Edit

$1000

Half Day Edit

$550

Extras (Optional)
Drone Shots

$1000

4K Footage

$1000

Motion Graphics

$750

Subtitles

$750

Custom Event Website

$750

Super-Fast Delivery

$750

Cinematic Short Film

$500

Raw Footage

$500

Paperback Picture Book (8x10 in)

$300

Up to 5 Revisions

$300

Physical Media (USB)

$50

Cinematography/Editing: This includes a fully edited cinematic video of the event (30 – 75
mins), plus a 3 – 4 min highlight video of the best moments. Edited videos will be stored online
in a private folder on Dropbox and can be downloaded by you at any time for up to 1 year. In
addition, you can request one revision with all the changes you want after the first edit.

EXTRAS (Optional)
Drone Shots: These include aerial shots of the location, its surrounding areas, and stock
footage of the city.
4K Footage: The entire event will be captured on a UHD 4K resolution camera, giving you
the sharpest image quality with high dynamic range.
Motion Graphics: Flashy graphics and text overlays in the edit to spice up the video
production.
Subtitles: The entire video will come with English subtitles of all the speeches. (Additional
languages will cost extra).
Custom Event Website: A custom website will be designed for you that contains a gallery to
display your best event photos and the event highlight video.
Super-Fast Delivery: Because of the large volume of events taking place, video edits can
take as long as 4 weeks to deliver. Skip the queue and get your video in as little as 3 – 5 days
after the event!
Cinematic Short Film: A 60 second romantic short film of the bride and groom with a love
story produced by award winning director Bisong Taiwo.
Raw Footage: Receive a hard drive with all the unedited footage from the day.
Paperback Picture Book: A custom 20 page physical 8x10 inch picture book with selected
screenshots from the video (or photos from your photographer) will be delivered to you.
Up To 5 Revisions: Request up to 5 back and forth changes to the video until it’s perfect.
Physical Media (USB): A USB drive with the event video.

Have some questions? Give us a call at +1 (204) 782-5123

